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CARD SWITCH

Technical specifications
Power source: magneto-resistive (no battery)
2 symmetrical actions based on the insertion and the 
removal of the card
Wall mounting using adhesive strips (included) or screws  
(not included)
Radio frequency range: 868.0 to 868.6 MHz or 905 to 915 
MHz (according to the reference)
Range: up to 30m indoors
EEP (EnOcean Profile): F6-04-01

NO BATTERY:  
NO MAINTENANCE 
The Card Switch works thanks  
to the mechanical energy generated 
 by the card insertion/removal in the reader

NO WIRE:  
EASY INSTALLATION, NO DIY WORK 
The Card Switch can be installed  
on all surfaces thanks to its adhesive  
strips or screws

DEDICATED TO HOTELS 
For a custom switch, the card provided  
with the switch can be replaced  
by the hotel access card

SMART ACTUATOR 
The Card Switch directly works with with EnOcean 
devices and can act as a scenario launcher,  
once integrated into a home automation  
gateway ecosystem List of compatible home 

automation gateways 
available on www.nodon.fr

Features
The EnOcean Card Switch is easy to install (wireless, battery-less) to 
control lighting, roller shutters or even the heating in a room or hotel 
room. It can also be used as a scenario launcher.

Controller
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Frequency 868 MHz:  
CCS-2-1-01 - EAN: 3700313920329 - Cozy White

Frequency 905-915 MHz:  
CCS-2US-1-01 - EAN: 3700313920701 - Cozy White

*Home automation gateway needed

References

Use Dimensions

Know if a room is still occupied or not, to easily organize 
 its management and cleaning*Control a roller shutter or lighting in a room with the hotel card

Scenario on leaving the hotel: turn the heating, air conditioning  
and light OFF when the host leave their room*

Automatically turn the light ON when the host enters the home,  
and turn it OFF when they leave

Management & maintenanceRenovation

Energy savingsComfort

The motion of the card  
when pairing (insertion or removal) 
 will control your EnOcean actuator

Or


